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MaCai Releases Cheese Crawl - The Minigame Bundle
Published on 04/10/12
In the wake of the successful launch of the epic adventure "Cheese Crawl", Austin-based
mobile game studio, MaCai Software today introduces Cheese Crawl - The Minigame Bundle
1.0
for Android and iOS. This free download contains a series of five mini-games from the
larger adventure. Players can engage in combat with genetically enhanced dairy products
and have access to four other fun and challenging activities: "Explosion!", "Towers of
Cheese", "Spider Smoosh" and "Memory Lock".
Austin, Texas - MaCai Software, indie game studio, is proud to announce the release of
"Cheese Crawl - The Minigame Bundle". This release is intended to be a companion to the
RPG Adventure "Cheese Crawl" released earlier this month. The Minigame Bundle is a free
download that contains a series of five mini-games from the larger adventure. Just as in
Cheese Crawl, players can engage in combat with genetically enhanced dairy products. In
addition, players have access to four other fun and challenging activities: "Explosion!",
"Towers of Cheese", "Spider Smoosh", and "Memory Lock". The Minigame Bundle allows
players
to experience the universe of Cheese Crawl and acquaint themselves with some of the
challenges they will face playing the full adventure
"This was a serendipitous release for us," said MaCai CEO, Alan Lipton. "Early users
suggested that they enjoyed some of the Cheese Crawl mini-games outside the context of the
adventure. The Minigame Bundle is a way to provide our customers with that simplified
experience."
Cheese Crawl - The Minigame Bundle features:
* 5 Different challenging puzzle games
* A fun and challenging combat system
* Unique weapons and armor to help you combat the canapes
* 4 game modes
* A vending machine for trading useful and exotic items.
* Original music by: Supreme Dictator for Life
Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad.
* Requires iOS 3.1 or later
* Recommended for devices with at least 256MB of RAM
Pricing and availability:
Cheese Crawl - The Minigame Bundle 1.0 is provided as a free download and is available
worldwide through the App Store in the Games category. Cheese Crawl - The Minigame Bundle
is available on both iOS and Android platforms. A Kindle Fire version will be available in
the near future.
MaCai Software:
http://www.macaisoftware.com
Cheese Crawl - The Minigame Bundle 1.0:
http://www.macaisoftware.com/cheese-crawl.html
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/cheese-crawl-minigame-bundle/id515734865
Screenshot 1:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/094/Purple/v4/0c/8c/8b/0c8c8bdb-ad60-ef2b-703fda52a57e4f59/jinLpQhwqA8MySeFdOgugM-temp-upload.ipinsuim.320x480-75.jpg
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Screenshot 2:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/065/Purple/v4/ac/51/b2/ac51b22b-8df8-78a1-ff0eb3a51661d881/jinLpQhwqA8MySeFdOgugM-temp-upload.lgamxzis.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/120/Purple/v4/51/cb/93/51cb936c-cc48-ea58-b972-ff160e991b
43/jinLpQhwqA8MySeFdOgugM-temp-upload.qkedmjbh.175x175-75.jpg

Located in Austin, TX, MaCai Software was founded in 2011 by Dr Alan Lipton, career CTO
and video expert. MaCai is an indie game studio that creates innovative games for mobile
devices. The company's mission is to create no two games that are alike. All Material and
Software (C) 2011-2012 MaCai Software LLC / All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPod, the iPod logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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